Women and Mathematics Program
Visit to Fine Hall, Princeton University
Monday, May 16, 2016
FINE 314

10:30—11:30 AM: **Speaker:** Zoltán Szabó, Professor of Mathematics, Princeton University
**Title:** “Floer homology invariants for knots.”

11:45—1 PM: **Lunch:** Professors’ Lounge
(“PL” on elevator: Top floor/Fine Hall).

1:15—2:15 PM: **Speaker:** Sophie Spirkl, Graduate Student, Program in Applied & Computational Mathematics, Princeton University
**Title:** “Coloring Perfect Graphs”

2:30—3:30 PM: **Speaker:** Carlee Joe-Wong (’11, *16), Graduate Student, Program in Applied & Computational Mathematics, Princeton University
**Title:** “Smart data pricing”

3:30—4:30 PM: **TEA:** Common Room (Third floor of Fine Hall)

4:30—5:30 PM: **Speaker:** Lillian Pierce (’02, *09), Assistant Professor of Mathematics, Duke University
**Title:** “Building community: How we can all contribute silk to our community web”

5:30--7 PM: **Dinner:** Professors’ Lounge
(“PL”: Top floor/Fine Hall).